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PURPOSE OF THE COURSE

The aim of the course is to provide a broad introduction to the theory and practice of risk management for Asset Management companies. In the first part of the course the different approaches to modeling scenarios and basic principles of risk management will be examined from a theoretical point of view. In the second part a global review of European legislation on risk control will be discussed. The third part will be devoted to analyze how to define risk policies for portfolio management, with several example of financial application of risk management techniques.

TOPICS OF THE COURSE

• The basic of risk management: "mark to market" principle, time horizon risk factors;

• Future scenarios: probability density functions, scenario generation (parametric methods, Historical and Monte Carlo simulation, hybrid methods, e.g. bootstrapping techniques);

• Risk measures: standard deviation (volatility) & tracking error, quantiles (VaR), lower partial moments and downside risk, worst case, sensitivities.

• Stress testing & Back testing.

• Global review of European legislation on risk control.

• Defining and setting the appropriate risk policy.

• Risk policies for active portfolios

• Study of financial portfolios using a specific software: SummaRisk Financial Platform

The seminar will be carried out using the software SummaRisk Financial Platform
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